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ABSTRACT
This paper addresses the impact of bicycle lessons for immigrant and refugee women on bicycle use and activity participation, from an equity perspective. Especially non-Western immigrant and refugee women have been identified as one of the population groups most likely to experience accessibility problems and, subsequently, transport-related social exclusion. The bicycle offers considerable potential to increase the mobility of these women. Hence, in the Netherlands and elsewhere, governments and non-governmental organizations have set up bicycle lessons for immigrant and refugee women. The paper discusses the impacts of these lessons on their bicycle use and activity participation. It draws on a quantitative survey and a series of in-depth interviews among non-Western immigrant women in Amsterdam. The results show that the impacts of the bicycle lessons vary. Some participants use the bicycle for everyday purposes, while others still face constraints preventing bicycle use for regular errands. The impacts on activity participation are limited. At the same time, the lessons have substantially improved women’s feelings of self-esteem and self-confidence.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent decades, the need to travel increased as societies became organized around motorized transport, and especially around the car. Ever since, researchers have studied and discussed the consequences for people that are unable to drive a car for legal, financial or physical reasons (e.g. 1, 2). From the end of the 1990s, this debate has been linked to the role of transport in the process of social exclusion (e.g. 3, 4) and, more recently, fairness in transport provision (5), based on the understanding that accessibility problems can be both a cause for, and a result of, social exclusion (6). In contrast to the more static descriptions of poverty focusing on material welfare, social exclusion underscores that disadvantage is the result of a process that prevents particular (groups of) people to participate in activities considered normal in society (7, 8). This insight has resulted in the coinage of the term transport poverty. In line with the distinction between poverty and social exclusion, transport poverty refers to a lack of resources; when the concept of resources is broadly conceived, transport poverty occurs if a person has a lack of access to key opportunities, such as employment, education, health and social support networks (3, 9, 10). Transport-related social exclusion, in turn, can be the result of transport poverty and occurs if systematic problems of access to opportunities lead to significant impacts on a person’s life, such as unemployment, deterioration of health, or social isolation (11).

Over the past ten years, a substantial body of evidence has developed, providing a largely qualitative understanding of transport poverty in a number of Western countries, such as the UK (e.g. 12), Spain (e.g. 13), France (e.g., 14), Canada (e.g. 15) and Australia (e.g., 16). This body of research suggests that a substantial share of the population experiences some form of transport poverty. In a Western context, women from ethnic minority groups have been identified as one of the population groups most likely to experience accessibility problems and, subsequently, transport-related social exclusion (12, 17, 18, 19). They often face multiple disadvantages, such as low education levels, low incomes, limited access to private vehicles, and poor social networks. These disadvantages largely derive from informal institutions, such as gendered social norms about responsibilities for childcare and domestic work (19, 20).

A recent study from the Netherlands, exploring the role of the bicycle in limiting transport poverty (21), suggests that bicycle may well play a role in improving the mobility of these women. The bicycle is particularly attractive as a means of transportation for women since their average travel patterns, compared with those of men, tend to consist more of short distance trips and trip chains, due to their roles and obligations outside and inside the household (22, 23). Trip chaining may be impossible by public transport, due to discrepancies between personal and transport schedules, and access to private vehicles can be limited, compared with men (24). Because of its convenience for short distance trips and its flexibility enabling easy trip chaining, as well as its low costs and the absence of legal barriers for its utilization, the bicycle may offer women more options in combining their obligations.

Several studies and statistics show, however, that in almost any country in the world women cycle less than men. Factors that influence cycling rates among women include a lack of safe cycling infrastructure and personal safety concerns, a lack of bicycle facilities such as bicycle storage, the unavailability of bicycles and accessories suited for women with children, and concerns around appearance after cycling (25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33). Studies on transport and gender have also shown that cultural constraints may prevent women from cycling or even travelling at all together. Women’s frequent and distant travel may be associated with promiscuity and therefore discouraged (34, 35). These gendered mobility patterns can prevent women from fully participating in society.

In addition to these cultural factors, an important but often overlooked factor inhibiting bicycle use is a person’s inability to ride a bicycle in traffic conditions. Like driving
a car, riding a bicycle requires training and practice. In countries with a tradition of cycling, like the Netherlands or Denmark, children are usually taught how to ride a bicycle by their parents or caregivers (see e.g. 36, 37). This way of acquiring cycling skills is by no means universal, neither in countries with a cycling tradition nor in countries lacking such a tradition. In countries with a high share of bicycle usage, a good number of children from ethnic minorities grow up in households without adults able to ride a bicycle in traffic. Learning how to cycle is not an obvious part of growing up in such a setting. In countries with low levels of bicycle ridership, many adults have never learned how to ride a bicycle. For these groups in both countries, organized bicycle lessons, provided outside the common household setting, are a way to acquire the necessary cycling skills to use the bicycle for everyday purposes (see e.g. the Bikeability program in the UK, cycling schools in Belgium, the CAAC safety training in the US and Escuela BiciMujer (Women’s Cycling School) in Chili). Against this background, the goal of this paper is to assess the role of cycling lessons in averting transport-related social exclusion by analyzing the impact of these lessons on the activity participation of immigrant and refugee women in Amsterdam, the Netherlands.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the use of the bicycle in the Netherlands and Amsterdam, with a particular attention for the role of the bicycle among different ethnic groups. In Section 3, we provide a description of the bicycle lessons as they have been provided to immigrant and refugee women in Amsterdam since the early 1990s. We then present a framework that enables us to analyze the impacts of cycling lessons on activity participation (Section 4). Then, in Section 5, we present the results of two studies on the impacts of cycling lessons on participants’ activity participation. We end with conclusions and a brief discussion (Section 6).

2. CYCLING, GENDER AND ETHNICITY IN THE NETHERLANDS AND AMSTERDAM

In the Netherlands, the bicycle is a mainstream mode of transport and, for many people, an integral part of everyday life (38). Of all daily trips, 27 percent are made by bicycle, a figure that has remained relatively stable over the last decades (30). The bike is mainly used for travelling short distances up to 5 kilometers, particularly for shopping, commuting and trips to schools and sports facilities. In recent years the distances traveled by bicycle have increased, due to spatial concentration of facilities and increased distances between home and places for work, education and other facilities (39).

Although there is little difference in the overall levels of bicycle use between men and women, there are clear differences when ethnic background is taken into account (table 1). Bicycle use is relatively low amongst non-Western immigrants in the Netherlands, especially among women. Instead of using a bicycle, they tend to travel more on foot or by public transport (40, 41). In recent years this has gradually changed as bicycle use has increased amongst this group to an average of 20% of their daily trips in 2012. Although this is still significantly less than native Dutch women (28%), it shows that the bicycle plays an important role in daily lives. These data relate to both first and second generation immigrants. Data for first generation immigrant women from Turkey, Morocco and Suriname show that these women hardly cycled (42).
Comparable to many other cities in the Netherlands, Amsterdam has experienced a substantial increase in bicycle use, from 20% of all trips in the 1990s to just over 32% in 2011 (43). Three quarters of the residents aged 12 and over own a bicycle and more than half of them cycle daily, mainly on short trips of 1 to 5 kilometers. Although a large part of the population of Amsterdam has access to a bicycle and uses it frequently, still a significant proportion of inhabitants cannot or does not cycle. An extensive survey in 2003 among residents aged 12 years and over, found that ownership and use of the bicycle was relatively low amongst residents of Moroccan, Surinamese, Turkish and Antillean origin compared to native Dutch (44). Where 85% of native Dutch households indicated to own one or more bicycles, the number was 55% for residents of Moroccon origin, 58% for Surinamese origin, 65% for Turkish or Antillean origin and 75% to 81% for other non-native Dutch residents. Likewise, only 40% to 50% of ethnic residents indicated to use the bicycle at least once a month, while 16% stated that they can cycle but do not own a bicycle, and 6% that they had never learned to use a bicycle. Note that first and second generation non-native inhabitants formed 48% of the total of inhabitants of Amsterdam in 2003. The expectation is that this will increase to 52% in 2020 (44).

### TABLE 1. Use of the Bicycle in Terms of Trips and Travel Distance for 2012, by Ethnic Background. Source: Dutch National Travel Survey (adapted)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Number of trips</th>
<th>Distance travelled in km</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>By bicycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Women</strong></td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Men</strong></td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ethnic group</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Native Dutch total</strong></td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Women</strong></td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Men</strong></td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Western immigrants total</strong></td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Women</strong></td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Men</strong></td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-Western immigrants total</strong></td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Women</strong></td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Men</strong></td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. CYCLING LESSONS IN THE NETHERLANDS AND AMSTERDAM

The Netherlands has at least a 30 year history of cycling lessons for immigrant and refugee women. From the 1970s onwards, many women from countries at the Mediterranean and Surinam immigrated to the Netherlands. These countries had at that time, and still, no cycling culture. On the contrary, many girls are being taught that cycling is not a suitable activity for them, as it is associated with masculinity, speed, danger, and (inappropriate) freedom of movement (45). Once people live in the Netherlands, things may change, as they see so many women, children and elderly riding their bicycles everyday. As a result, the image of what bicycling is may start to change.

The main motives to join a bicycle course are a wish to (re)gain quick and easy independent mobility and health reasons. Also, a wish to adapt to local mobility habits is mentioned (46). At the same time, there are substantial barriers preventing women to learn to use a bicycle, like the aforementioned cultural barriers. That is why a setting in a peer group, with role models around, has been used as a format for most bicycle lessons organised in the Netherlands. Bicycle lessons solely intended for women is part of this approach (46).

There are no official data on the number of cycling lessons and participants in the Netherlands, but the estimate for 2003 indicates about 300 locations offering lessons and at least 6000 participants (46). Although the availability of resources (like bicycles, training for teachers, and a location to meet) has been a challenge from the beginning onwards, the number of initiatives and participants has probably not changed much over time, partly because of the influx of new immigrants, and partly because of the rising popularity of the bicycle.

Cycling lessons for adult non-natives in Amsterdam have been organized for over 20 years (47). The lessons are organised at the neighbourhood level by the sports department of city boroughs (the level of government below the municipal level), by community centres, women’s centres, or schools. Each organization has to find its own trainers, volunteers, course materials and funding. The funding usually comes from different policy domains: sports, recreation, social affairs, poverty policy, social participation and environmental affairs. Participants normally have to pay around € 2.50 per bicycle lesson, although in some places the course is offered for free.

A study carried out by Mobycon (48) provides an overview of bicycle lessons in Amsterdam for the year 2009. In that year, cycling lessons were offered in all 14 residential boroughs of the city. A total of 18 organizations offered lessons on 23 different locations. In most cases a course is offered as a ‘block’ encompassing 10 to 15 cycling lessons, each lesson lasting from 1 hour to half a day. In 2009, a total of 68 blocks was being offered. The lessons are targeted at women, as they show an interest to learn to ride a bicycle through group lessons. As a result all participants were females and the estimate is that about 1500 women participated in one of these courses during the year 2009. At more than half of the locations there is a waiting list for the courses. In other years there have been some experiments with bicycle lessons targeted at men, but those were not popular.

The Mobycon study underscores the differences in what is exactly offered in the cycling courses and how the process of learning to ride the bicycle is being facilitated and trained. At 60% of the locations where cycling lessons were offered, the lessons consist of a combination of theoretical lessons (traffic rules and regulations) and practical lessons (to obtain the ability to ride a bicycle). The remaining 40% of locations focus on practical lessons only. Of all staff involved in the cycling courses only 28% has had any form of cycling specific training. At 40% of the locations none of the staff has had any cycling specific training, at 20% of the locations only some of them had had such cycling training, while at 40% of the locations all staff has had some form of cycling specific training. All of the locations provided the participants with bicycles during the lessons, but the quality of those
bicycles varied. Less than half of the locations provided bicycles of good quality and suitable for the participants, while at 4 locations none of the bicycles were suitable, the main problem being too high bicycle frames. From all locations, only five (about 20%) lived up to all standards: sufficient staff with a form of cycling specific training, providing practical lessons on suitable bicycles, and theoretical lessons.

4. BICYCLE LESSONS, MOTILITY AND ACTIVITY PARTICIPATION

As noted before, mobility is an important prerequisite to participate in today’s modern societies. An increase in a person’s ability to travel may lead to an increase in opportunities to participate in activities (49). Bicycle lessons may contribute to activity participation, as they may increase a person’s level of potential mobility, defined as the ease with which a person can move through space (50). Kaufman (51) and Kaufman et al. (52) have extended the notion of potential mobility by introducing the term ‘motility’. This concept refers to the way in which an individual appropriates what is possible in terms of mobility and uses this potential for his or her activities. Individuals need to appropriate means of potential mobility, which then, depending on circumstances and ambitions, can be converted into movement. In the perspective of Kaufman et al. (52) motility “encompasses interdependent elements relating to access to different forms and degrees of mobility, competence to recognize and make use of access, and appropriation of a particular choice, including the option of non-action”. Each of these interdependent elements affects the motility of an individual. Access refers to the range of possible means of transportation that may be available to a person. Competence includes the skills and abilities that enable a person to make use of particular transportation means, including physical, legal and organizational skills. The third element encompasses the degree of appropriation of a means of transportation by an individual, which occurs through the actual use of a means of transportation in everyday activities.

The notion of motility is suitable for understanding the necessary steps for the adoption of the bicycle in the everyday life of immigrant women. Bicycle lessons assist in acquiring the most crucial competences that are a prerequisite to full appropriation of the bicycle. However, the lessons have no direct impact on women’s access to a suitable bicycle, as bicycles are only available for use during the lessons. Also, the bicycle lessons do not teach women the skill of map-reading or wayfinding that may be necessary to use the bicycle for travel to destinations not visited before. Finally, it is up to the women themselves to use the bicycle for everyday purposes, so it becomes a full-fledged part of the set of transportation means available to them.

The full appropriation of the bicycle expands women’s motility. Increased motility, in turn, may imply an increase in a person's potential to participate in out-of-home activities. This can come about in two ways. First, when the bicycle is used instead of, or in combination with, other means of transport, like walking or public transport, the travel time and/or costs may actually be reduced. These savings, certainly if they are substantial, to engage in other out-of-home activities or to extend the duration of existing out-of-home activities. In terms of time-geography: increasing motility implies enlarged time prisms for carrying out activities. Note that these benefits may occur even if the spatial reach of the person does not increase due to the appropriation of the bicycle. This may be true because the same area can already be reached by public transport, but at a higher cost in terms of time or money (52).

Second, the improvement in motility may actually increase the area that can be reached. This may occur because cycling is a substantially faster way of movement than walking, while public transport is inefficient and only serves a limited set of destinations. It may also occur because the bicycle may bring distant public transport stops within reach, making new destinations accessible within a given time window (53). In these cases, the set of destinations that can be reached within the available time may actually substantially
expand. People may subsequently make use of these new opportunities and engage in new out-of-home activities that were previously out of reach. In terms of time-geography: increasing motility may result in an increase in the potential path area of a person. This relation between bicycle lessons, motility and activity participation is summarized in figure 1.

![Figure 1. The relation between bicycle lessons and activity participation.](image)

The assessment of the impact of bicycle lessons on activity participation requires a further specification of the process of bicycle ‘appropriation’. Based on the notion of motility, three important steps towards full appropriation can be distinguished. The first step encompasses acquiring the competences to use the bicycle. This includes the practical skills of cycling and knowledge of traffic rules, but also navigation and wayfinding skills. The bicycle lessons usually cover the first two components, but not always the latter two that may be necessary to bicycle to destinations not visited before. The second step consists of securing access to a bicycle. This requires not only the purchase of a bicycle or a reliable arrangement to borrow a bicycle from friends or relatives. It also includes the ability to repair the bicycle when needed or the necessary budget to cover the costs of repair by a professional. The third and final step encompasses the actual use of the bicycle in everyday practices. The person cycles safely in traffic, actually owns a suitable bicycle, and uses it to get to places. In the situation of a (young) parent it also means the ability to take children on the bicycle. It is through this use that the bicycle has become a serious transportation option. These three steps can be presented as a ‘ladder of bicycle appropriation’, from an absolute beginner, the lowest rung of the ladder, to an accomplished cyclist at the highest rung (see figure 2 in Section 5).

5. IMPACTS OF CYCLING LESSONS
We draw on two studies to gain an understanding of the impacts of cycling lessons on women’s activity participation. The first study consists of a before-after survey among 83 ethnic women who participated in cycling lessons in Amsterdam (54). This study was carried
out by the Municipality of Amsterdam and was not explicitly designed to answer our research questions. The consequence is that the results of the survey do not fully answer the research questions posed in our paper. The second study, which also took place in Amsterdam, consists of exploratory in-depth interviews with 19 women who participated in cycling lessons (55). Both studies mainly measured the effects of the cycling lessons immediately after completion of the lessons and as a result provide limited insight into long-term impacts on the activity participation. However, both studies help to gain a better understanding of the (potential) impacts of cycling lessons on activity participation. In what follows, we analyze the results of both studies from Amsterdam.

Results of the before-after survey
In the city borough of Amsterdam Nieuw West a survey was carried out amongst participants of a cycling course in 2011. The cycling course was only open to women and consisted of 15 lessons. Participants were enlisted for a survey at the start of the course and for one at the end of the course. A total of 206 women participated in the survey at the start, while 174 women participated in the survey at the end. In total 83 respondents filled out both forms, which provides insight into the effects of the cycling lessons. These 83 respondents have roughly the same profiles as the larger group of respondents. The majority of the respondents is between 30 and 49 years old (66 women), the youngest being 24 and the oldest being 66. The women have emigrated from 17 different countries, in particular from Morocco (35 participants), Turkey (14), Surinam (5) and India (4). With just one exception, all of the respondents come from non-Western countries, and often live in the Netherlands for several years.

Most of the 83 women indicated that they had no previous experience on the bicycle (72 women); 11 women stated that they had some experience. The expectations regarding the lessons were high: more than half (46 women) hoped to be able to ride the bicycle with a child in a seat on the back rack. Before partaking in the course, the women primarily walked or used public transport to get around: 60 women stated that they use public transport to travel around the city and 75 women indicated that they usually go on foot to their local shopping centre. Roughly one third of the women holds a drivers license, which gives an indication of how quickly a participant might learn the rules of the road for cyclists and how familiar she is with participating in traffic conditions.

The results from the before-after survey show that many respondents indeed learned to cycle. After the course, 61 out of the 72 women who were absolute beginners, are now able to cycle independently. Although almost all respondents used to walk to their local shopping centre, or sometimes used public transport, virtually all of them express the ambition to use a bicycle instead. For instance, most of the 61 respondents typically used public transportation to go to the city center. Fifty of them state that they will now use a bicycle to get there. The 11 respondents, who already had some experience with cycling, are also all able to cycle independently after the bicycle lessons. Six of them who would usually walk to the local shopping center state that they now want to use a bicycle instead and seven express the ambition to use a bicycle to visit the city centre. These statements underline that the bicycle lessons have substantially increased the cycling skills of the participants, but it is not completely clear from the survey questions under what traffic conditions this holds true.

The lessons have been less successful in teaching women how to bicycle with children. Roughly half of the participants stated they wanted to learn to cycle with a child on the back rack. Of this group, only 24 respondents indicated that they actually dared to do so at the end of the course. This means that the majority of them is not yet ready for trips in which they have to escort children. Another aspect of the appropriation, access to a suitable bicycle, seems to be problematic. Of the 72 absolute beginners at the start of the course, 54 respondents stated that they wanted to buy a bicycle. At the end of the course, 52 respondents
still had this wish; apparently they still do not have a suitable bicycle. All 11 women that already had some experience at the start of the bicycle lessons and can cycle independently now, also still want to buy a bicycle.

Taken together, the motility of the participants of the bicycle lessons has increased, in the form of an increase in cycling skills. In contrast, their access to a suitable bicycle has not increased. It is not clear from the survey results how likely it is that the access component will increase in the longer term. And while the ability to cycle could have the potential to reduce women’s travel times and costs and to enlarge their activity space, the results of the survey do not allow a conclusion regarding cycling lessons’ impact on women’s activity participation.

In the survey at the end of the cycling course, the women were also asked about the effect of the cycling lessons on their social abilities. Sixty women indicated that they felt mentally stronger after the cycling lessons, and 54 women felt more independent after the lessons. Also, 47 women reported to go out of home more frequently and 42 women stated that they take personal initiatives to participate in activities more often. The cycling lessons thereby seem to contribute, to some extent, to the empowerment of the women (56). This may be closely related to the social aspects of the cycling course: the majority of the women (64) indicated to have gained new social contacts or friends during the cycling lessons.

In the following, we discuss the results of the in-depth interviews with a selection of women that participated in bicycle lessons. This provides us more insight in whether the potential is actually translated into increased levels of activity participation.

Results from in-depth interviews
Separate from the survey in the borough of Amsterdam Nieuw West, a more exploratory study on the effects of bicycle lessons in Amsterdam was carried out, also in 2011 (55). The respondents encompassed 19 women who were individually interviewed at community centres, schools and health centres, where the bicycle lessons took place. The majority of the respondents is between 35 and 55 years old (table 2). They are all immigrant and refugee women from non-western countries, mostly from Morocco. Fifteen women have (small) children and over a third of them is a single mother.

The women were interviewed at different stages of the bicycle lessons. Eight women finished the bicycle lessons, ten still participated in the course, and one woman quit the course for health reasons. These differences are obviously reflected in the level of ‘bicycle appropriation’ (figure 2). All women who finished the lessons are able to bicycle, but their position on the ‘ladder of bicycle appropriation’ differs. Four women are able to use the bicycle for everyday errands, while others are merely able to cycle in the park. The level of the women who were still participating in the bicycle lessons at the time of the interview varies between ‘Cannot cycle’ and ‘Can cycle in park and has a bicycle’.

Although the skill levels vary, the ambitions of the respondents for participating in the cycling lessons are identical. All hope that in the (near) future they will be able to use the bicycle to go to activities, do their shopping, or take their children to activities. They all expect that this will save them time. When asked whether they expect to start participating in extra activities, as their activity space might increase and they might gain time, most respondents state that they will not have the time to participate in extra activities.
The goal of the in-depth interviews was to explore to what extent respondents who passed the bicycle exam used the newly acquired skills in their everyday life. The differences between these respondents are significant.

One respondent, her fictitious name is Samira, only cycles in the park. She is a 42 year old married woman with 4 children aged 5 to 18 years. She lives in the Netherlands since 1980, has no formal education, but does have a driver’s license. She works 5 times 2.5 hours a week; her husband is jobless for 4 years. Samira finished the bicycle lessons two years before she was interviewed and she started to use the bicycle. However, at some day the road on which she cycled was slippery and she fell. Therefore she will now only cycle in the park when the weather is nice. Otherwise she is afraid to fall and she finds it difficult to cycle in
traffic. Also, she does not dare to ride the bicycle with the children. In order to move around Samira mainly uses the car. She drives the 5 and 12-year-old children to primary school, does her shoppings by car and also her commute.

Two other respondents are able to cycle in regular traffic, but do not own a bicycle. One of these respondents indicated her bicycle was stolen and she does not have another one yet. The other lacked the financial means to acquire a bicycle. One rung higher on the ladder is another respondent. She is able to cycle in the streets and owns a bicycle, but only uses the bicycle for leisure and uses public transport and walking to go to work and do shoppings. Her fictitious name is Gladys and she is a single mother with a 16-year-old son. She arrived in the Netherlands in 1992 and her educational level is primary school. She has a full time job. Half a year before the interview was conducted she finished the bicycle lessons and Gladys immediately bought a bicycle. She uses it to do her shoppings and to go to church. The bicycle is quicker and a good exercise for her legs, as she suffers from osteoarthritis (a rheumatic disease). When the weather is nice she likes a leisurely ride with her neighbour. Still, her main form of transportation is public transport, as her workplace is too far to cycle to.

**LADDER OF BICYCLE APPROPRIATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Uses a bicycle for practical purposes</th>
<th>4 ('Leila')</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Is able to bicycle on streets, owns a bicycle, but not used practical purposes</td>
<td>1 ('Gladys')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is able to bicycle on streets but does not own a bicycle</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passed cycle exam but only bicycles in park</td>
<td>1 ('Samira')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is able to bicycle in park and owns a bicycle</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is able to bicycle in park and has access to a bicycle</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is able to bicycle in park</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is able to bicycle in protected premises</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is not able to bicycle</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 2. Position of the 19 respondents of the in-depth interviews on a ‘ladder of bicycle appropriation’; from an absolute beginner to an accomplished cyclist.¹

Half of the respondents who passed the exam can be positioned at the highest rung of the ladder: they use the bicycle for practical purposes. Leila is the fictitious name for a 30-year old single mother of two children aged 8 and 10. She arrived in the Netherlands with her former husband in the year 2000 and has a university education. Leila finished the bicycle lessons about four years before the interview was conducted and bought a bicycle immediately afterwards. Also, she started to practise cycling with a cycling buddy. Before the lessons, Leila used to take public transport or walked. Now she travels to almost all of her

¹ The cycle exam is not an official exam. Most organizations in Amsterdam that offer bicycle lessons undertake an informal exam, in which basic cycling skills are tested.
destinations on the bicycle, also together with her children. She finds that the bicycle is faster, easier and that it is less heavy to take goods on the bicycle. It also saves her money, she does not have to wait for the tram, and it is a form of sports. Because she wants to share all the advantages of the bicycle with women who cannot cycle yet, Leïla is now volunteering in the bicycle lessons.

When we have a closer look at all four respondents that actually use the bicycle for practical daily transportation, we see that they use the bicycle to go to activities in which they already participated, like doing voluntary work. Three of them use the bicycle to go shopping and one participant brings the children to activities on the bicycle. Others do not bring their children to after school activities as they do not participate in those activities, or there are no children that need to be accompanied.

All four respondents now use the bicycle to go to their personal activities, instead of walking or using public transport. It is cheaper and saves them time. From the analysis of the activity participation of these respondents, it becomes clear that this does not necessarily mean that they have increased their activity participation. The respondents state that the household and the upbringing of children take up a lot of time and their ambition is not automatically to spend the time saved on extra (out-of-home) activities. Only two respondents participate in more activities compared to the period before the bicycle lessons. Yet, this is not so much because they learned how to bicycle, but because of changing circumstances: both women have more time to participate in activities as their children are a bit older and go to school during the day. Therefore they have time for more personal activities such as voluntary work. Other factors (mentioned by the respondents) that negatively influence an increase in activity participation are health issues, a lack of knowledge about where activities are offered, language barriers, and lack of financial resources.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The results of the survey and the in-depth interviews amongst (former) participants of the bicycle lessons confirm that the competences learned during the lessons can contribute to a higher use of the bicycle and to increased activity participation. But for a substantial share of the participants the bicycle lessons alone do not increase their motility or activity participation. It is a challenge for many to acquire a bicycle and to actually ride in traffic conditions. The participants who do succeed to fully appropriate the bicycle and use it for daily transportation save time and money. This does not necessarily mean that they start to participate in more activities outside of the home. The respondents state that the household and the upbringing of children take up a lot of time and their ambition is not automatically to spend the time saved on extra (out-of-home) activities.

Thus, while there is reason to expect that the full appropriation of the bicycle may, over time, lead to an increase in activity participation, the studies we describe in the paper do not enable us to draw this conclusion. A before-after survey, with a large sample to take account of changes in the circumstances of the respondents, would be necessary to draw definitive conclusions on the link between the full appropriation of the bicycle and increases in activity space and activity participation.

The studies described in the paper do point at other effects of the bicycle lessons. A substantial share of the respondents in the studies indicated that have made new contacts, feel mentally stronger, and feel more independent. Respondents also stated that, due to the bicycle lessons, they were better informed about activities in their neighborhood and city. These responses suggest that the social dimension of the bicycle lessons is just as important as the technical part. The act of learning to ride the bicycle may in itself be a way to increase women’s perception of their social inclusion in the Dutch society, irrespective of the exact impact of bicycle lessons on participants’ motility or activity participation.
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